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From the Webmaster: 
Spring is in the air here in Washington, daffodils are 
blooming, birds are busy building nests, and I. 
unguicularis is filling out with bright lavender-blue 
blooms to give us a taste of the irises to come. Another 
issue of Flags is ready for your enjoyment, featuring a 
great review of a listing of the top favorite irises of 
1933 by Laetitia Munro. It’s amazing how many of 
these beauties are still with us. One of those listed was 
‘Clara Noyes’ and this is our varietal spotlight this 
month. A must-have variety by H.P. Sass, who is in the 
spotlight for this issue’s Photo Essay, along with the 
other Sass family members. 

In Memory 

Recently we learned of the passing of our friend Susan 
Anderson. Susan was a member of the Greater 
Omaha Iris Society, AIS and HIPS and she will be 
greatly missed. HIPS President, Gary White, writes: 
 
“Susan was an expert on Sass irises and, partly 
because of her dedication and untiring work, the Sass 
Memorial Gardens at Mahoney State Park near 
Omaha, Nebraska, has amassed the largest known 
collection of Sass irises. Susan would often grow 
newly acquired cultivars in her own garden and spend 
considerable time and energy confirming identifications 
before adding them to the Sass Memorial Garden 
collection. Susan was widely recognized for her 
extensive knowledge of Sass irises, for her generosity, 
and for her love of history.” 
 
This issue of Flags is dedicated Susan, and is filled 
with photos of her beloved Sass irises.  

[Below – Susan documenting the irises. 
Photo courtesy Phyllis Randall] 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Looking Back… 
Robert Wayman Rare Iris & Peony for 1943 
 
Robert Wayman began growing irises in 1905 as a 
hobby, and started hybridizing as well. He released his 
first catalog in 1923, but by 1929 he was so absorbed 
he went into business with flowers full time. When he 
published this catalog for 1943 he wrote in the forward 
that he is 63 years old, writing from the hospital and 
deeply sorry he cannot personally respond to the 
thousands of letters he receives. His 1935 introduction 
‘Black Magic’ was very well known and highly praised, 
and he did much writing about irises for various 
publications. 
 
The 1943 edition of his catalog is an intensely hued 
affair, filled to the brim with colorful illustrations and 
photos of irises of all varieties, species and sizes, as 
well as a respectable assortment of peonies in the 
back. The illustrations are lovely, but there is no 
attribution as to the artist(s). Some varieties are very 
skillfully rendered, others simple and plain. The photos 
are of decent quality but are tinted to achieve color. I 
can imagine that an iris enthusiast of the day would be 
very pleased with this bright and flashy catalog. 
 
The varietal listings are understandably brief, given the 
exceptional number being listed. Only a very few rate 
more than a single sentence. One nice touch is that 
fragrant varieties are notated with asterisks indicating 
fragrant or very fragrant. It also lists varieties by color 
class in the front. The listing of species and beardless  

 
varieties is exceptional. The following are descriptions 
of the Sass varieties pictured above: 
 
‘No-We-Ta’ (H.P. Sass, 1932) 33 in. E. A favorite pink. 
 
‘Pink Satin’ (J. Sass, 1930) 46 in. One of the dozen 
fine pink tones. 
 
‘Euphony’ (H.P. Sass, 1929) One of the best copper 
tones. Nicely ruffled. 
 
‘Rameses’ (H.P. Sass, 1928) 42 in. Tourmaline pink 
with a soft yellow. Dykes Medal winner. 
 
‘King Karl’ (J. Sass, 1925) 30 in. Yellow peppered 
red. 
 
‘King Juba’ (H.P. Sass, 1931) 40. Yellow and 
carmine. 
 
From the cover: 
 
‘Easter Morn’ (Essig, 1931) 48” E. Large sparkling 
satiny white. 
 
‘Royal Salute’ (Millikin, 1934) A superb deep rich royal 
purple. 
 
‘Shinging Waters’ (Essig, 1933)4 to 5 feet. E. Uniform 
clear sky blue, with a “sparkle like the sun shining on 
the water, hence the name. My choice as the finest of 
this color. 



The Digital Messenger 
Irises around the Internet 

 
• Superstition Iris Garden has relocated their online photo 

galleries to their Facebook page. Find the first set of their 
historics at: 

http://tinyurl.com/SuperstitionFB 
 

• Take a step back in time - Vintage photos of Presby 
Memorial Iris Garden and visitors are posted on their 
Facebook page. Find them here: 

http://tinyurl.com/PresbyVintageFB 
 

• The AIS Convention is coming up. Dallas, Texas, is 
hosting this year, from April 15-20. You’ll see historic iris 
plantings at Don & Janice Thompson’s Angel Iris Farm. 
Convention details here:  

http://www.irises.org/ 
 

• The HIPS Board meeting at the Convention is tentatively 
scheduled from 1:00 to 2:00pm on Tuesday, April 16, 
2013. The HIPS Program is scheduled for 4:00 to 5:00pm 
on Wednesday, April 17th. Full schedule of events and 
meetings here: 

http://tinyurl.com/hipsdallas2013 
 

• The 16th annual Porterville Iris Festival, set for April 27, 
will honor the iris’ 50-year anniversary as this California 
city’s official flower. Details here:  

http://www.recorderonline.com/articles/city-56498-
graces-iris.html 

 
 

Got a link to share?  Drop me a line at: 
garden.of.mu@gmail.com 

 

 

• The 2013 AIS Photo Contest is on, so grab your camera 
and head for the garden. Get all the details on entering 
here: 
http://irises.org/Photo_and_Galleries/Enter_Photo_Conte
st.html 
 

• Anne Milner reports she has supplied rhizomes of the 
variety ‘Duke Of Bedford’ (Bliss, 1922) to the estate of its 
namesake, where it will reside with another family 
namesake, ‘Lady Byng’ (Bliss, 1922), wife of the 6th Duke 
of Bedford. Check out these classic irises at: 

http://www.blissiris.co.uk/collection/duke-of-bedford/ 

• Kent Pfeiffer is sharing his photos taken at the Sass 
Memorial Garden at Cubits: 

http://cubits.org/irisforum/thread/view/52285/ 

http://tinyurl.com/SuperstitionFB
http://tinyurl.com/PresbyVintageFB
http://www.irises.org/Member_Services/2013_Convention.html
http://tinyurl.com/hipsdallas2013
http://www.recorderonline.com/articles/city-56498-graces-iris.html
http://www.recorderonline.com/articles/city-56498-graces-iris.html
mailto:garden.of.mu@gmail.com
http://irises.org/Photo_and_Galleries/Enter_Photo_Contest.html
http://irises.org/Photo_and_Galleries/Enter_Photo_Contest.html
http://cubits.org/irisforum/thread/view/52285/


Top Varieties of 1933 
By Laetitia Munro, 
 
Let’s go back 80 years ago, to 1933 - a year of troubled times, 
interesting times, a time most of us would rather not live 
through. 
 

1933 was the worst year of the depression with 
unemployment peaking at 25.2% with (1 in 4 people 
unemployed). Adolf Hitler became the chancellor of 
Germany and opened the first concentration camp at 
Dachau. 10's of thousands travelled the road and rail in 
America looking for work, and the US banking system 
which was under great strain was propped up by the US 
government (US banking act of 1933) to try and stop the 
panic of people withdrawing their money from the banks. 
The continuing drought in the Midwest made even more 
of the land into dust bowls.  
 
Average wages: $1,550.00 a year. Average cost of gas: 
10 cents per gallon. A loaf of bread was 7 cents and a 
pound of hamburger meat was 11 cents. The average 
cost of a house rental was $18.00 per month. 
  The People History – copyright 2004 

 
Yet, even with all of these hard times facing the American 
public, iris culture and interest did not falter. In 1933, Sherman 
Duffy compiled a list of the “50-100 Most Popular Varieties” of 
bearded iris. Seventy-one accredited judges of AIS put the list 
together, and I thought it would be interesting to revisit this list to 
see what they had to say, and how these varieties fare today. 
 
Mr. Duffy, however, could not give us a simple list, indicating 
that to do so was “troublesome” as he could see no reasonable 
basis for the 50 highest scores nor did they seem adequately to 
provide for a “proper balanced collection.” He chose instead to 
divide this list by color grouping, and weighted his findings by 

what he considered a balanced garden of colors and sales 
volumes of those irises. In addition, he would rather not give you 
a list of 100 of the best, but rather two lists: first list of the most 
popular, and second list of the most popular. Now, if you can get 
through that, you’re good!   
 
Ahh, simplicity, you were not a virtue of 1933! 
 
Briefly, he tells us that the blends and red/pinks were the most 
frequently selected and heavily sold, followed by blues, with 
yellows and whites bringing up the rear. In summary, he tells us 
that American breeders are far in the lead in the lists, although 
M. Cayeux is the individual leader, Hans Peter Sass being 
second, and Miss Sturtevant coming in third. He mentions that 
the most difficult feature for him was the confusion concerning 
color (yes, tell us about it, Mr. Duffy!). Different judges placed 
the same iris into different color classes, and Mr. Duffy’s 
insistence on providing “top iris” in each class became a highly 
subjective exercise. 
 
Okay, on to the list. I have 
given some descriptions by 
Carl Salbach from his rather 
extensive Iris catalog of 1934, 
so all catalog descriptions are 
his, unless otherwise noted. 
And now (drum roll please), 
the top vote-getting iris in any 
class was:   
 
1) ‘Pluie D’Or’ (Cayeux, 
1928) “A tall pure rich yellow 
with glistening golden buds 
and striking yellow beard.” It 
has won the French Dykes 
Medal in 1928 for the finest 
new iris of the year, and was 
listed for $1.00. ‘Pluie D’Or’ 
does still exist today in a number of iris collections, but honestly 



I was a bit surprised at the #1 spot it garnered!  
 

2) ‘Frieda Mohr’ (Mohr, 
1926) “The flower measures 
6½ inches from the top of 
the standards to the tip of 
the falls and 6 inches 
horizontally. The plant 
averages 50 inches in 
height…flower substance 
heavy, branching high but 
well spaced…the luminosity 
of the flowers makes this 
variety especially desirable 
for landscape planting. 
Locust perfume. Should be 
in every garden.” He does 

not describe the color, but rather refers the catalog reader to the 
color picture (shown). Its cost a modest .60. And yes, this iris 
does exist today in many collections, although perhaps not as 
often as it should.  
 
3) ‘Coronation’ (Mohr, 1927) “Another fine yellow, a uniformly 
deep yellow that does not fade. Price 1.00.”  Today Coronation 
is quite plentiful. It is hardy, almost too hardy, being seen in 
graveyards and old backyards, and is close to ‘Indian Chief’ for 
sheer tenacity. 
 
4) In the white category, Duffy has chosen to include any iris 
with a good hunk of white in its bloom. Plicatas, amoenas and 
pure whites all find themselves here. Taking the #4 spot in all 
around popularity, #1 in the ‘whites’ was ‘Los Angeles’ (Mohr-
Mitchell, 1927) which probably earned its spot for being one of 
the very first large-flowered plicatas. Its sibling, ‘San Francisco’ 
(Mohr-Mitchell, 1927), mentioned out of order here, hit the 
popularity charts tied for 6th place with ‘Dolly Madison’ 
(Williamson, 1927), the top-rated blend. These siblings are 
frequently confused today. ‘Los Angeles’ beat out its sibling on 
this list but never won the coveted Dykes Medal top honor, while 

‘San Francisco’ did! ‘Dolly’, by the way, is given a wonderful 
description by Salbach: “Pale pinkish mauve standards with 
broad flaring falls of lilac. Haft tinted gold, and with an intense 
orange beard. A most outstanding blend of colors. Growth 
vigorous. .50 each”. Luscious! 
 
5) Okay, I skipped #5, which is the ever-popular ‘Dauntless’ 
(Connell, 1929). Its rich red coloration was quite well received 
and it, too, managed to score a Dykes Medal in 1929. It’s still 
very widely grown as an historic, and deservedly so.  
 
8) Coming in here is a 3-way tie between ‘Mildred Presby’ 
(Farr, 1923), ‘Midgard’ (H.P. Sass, 1930) and ‘Rameses’ (H.P. 
Sass, 1929). Now let’s discuss these three a bit. They are three 
very different irises! ‘Rameses’, being extremely bold, rosy red, 
colorful, hardy, floriferous, and large-bloomed, grabs a Dykes 
Medal. It makes sense. It is a “modern” iris of the 30’s. ‘Mildred 
Presby’, on the other hand, may have been Farr’s crown jewel 
of hybridization, but it is an iris of an era swiftly passing, even 
for 1933 standards. With small, diploid, cream standards on 
rose-wine falls, it is sweet, striking, and its selection speaks to 
the popularity and respect that was shown to the hybridizer Farr. 
But the day of this iris was fast fading. Mr. Salbach does not 
even offer it for sale! ‘Midgard’ was a different kind of iris. Also 
small and perhaps diploid, its form was a little wonky, but its 
color was a sweet surprise of blended coral, rose, and yellow, 
also a bit frilly. It was mentioned as a good iris for table 
bouquets, and sold for 60 cents. Thankfully they are all still with 
us – ‘Rameses’ being very popular, ‘Mildred’ and ‘Midgard’ a bit 
harder to find, but can be found a little bit of digging (no pun 
intended!). Thanks to Presby Iris Gardens, ‘Mildred’ has virtually 
secured its perpetuity. ‘Midgard’ is probably the most 
endangered of the lot so far. 
 
Now we find the first blue or purple iris of the bunch, coming in 
at #11, ‘Souv. de Mme. Gaudichau’ (Millet, 1924). Now this is 
a handsome iris! “Dark velvety blue purple bicolor of fine shape, 
finish and exceptional substance. Fragrant 30” .25 each.” The 
Madame is indeed worthy to be on this list. Its color is rich, and 



it is hardy, albeit not a very big or tall iris. Thankfully, it is still 
fairly common. 
 
12) and 13) An interesting tie: ‘Souvenir de Loetitia Michaud’ 
(Millet, 1923) and ‘Mrs. Valerie West’ (Bliss, 1925). Now, 
‘Loetitia’ was said to be a mighty fine iris. And it’s found in quite 
a few catalogs of the time. It is described as having “Very large 
flowers of fine texture, the color is lobelia blue, shading lighter at 
the edges. Fragrant 40” .60 each”. Sadly, it seems to have 
disappeared. It was not a very hardy iris, falling victim to cold 
winters where many of the iris gardens of the time were located. 
Still, who knows? Perhaps ‘Loetitia’, like Bigfoot, is still lurking in 
a California garden somewhere, just waiting to be rediscovered. 
(Well, hopefully Bigfoot is not in a California garden, but you get 
the idea!). As for ‘Valerie’, she is rare, but still around. As per 
Salbach, “Considered Bliss’ crowning achievement, a much 
admired iris. Broad massive bronze standards with falls of deep 
velvety maroon purple…one of the best in its class”. Not a great 
grower, though. 
 
14) ‘Sir Michael’ (Yeld, 1925) “Generally considered to be the 
finest blue bicolor. A handsome upstanding iris that ranks as 
one of the best ever produced…the standards are clear blue 
with none of the red tones…and the falls are a brighter liver 
shade of royal purple” Liver?? Maybe he meant livelier, or even 
something else. Sir Michael, to me, is a very lovely iris and is 
still seen in gardens today. It’s not super common but it is still 
here. 
 
15) and 16) tie. ‘Princess Beatrice’ (Barr, 1855) “Fine broad 
flower of lustrous lavender with flaring falls, satiny texture and 
exceptional substance. Often listed as Pallida dalmatica”.  ‘PB’ 
is the oldest iris on this list, and is still grown widely today, 
testifying to our love affair with a good pallida. Here’s a good old 
Irish cheer to the Princess, for her classic longevity! ‘Purissima’ 
(Mohr-Mitchell, 1927) was a large white flower. It is still very 
much prized today, although some say it is a bit on the tender 
side – it is still around! 
 

17) and 18) Tie between two blue purples here: ‘Ballerine’ 
(Vilmorin, 1920) “Enormous blooms with broad light blue violet 
standards, waved at the margins. Very fragrant.” Rare. And 
‘Baldwin’ (H.P. Sass, 1927), not offered by Salbach, but a more 
tailored, tall, medium purple. Both are still around although 
‘Baldwin’ is endangered. 
 
19) and 20) tie. ‘Cardinal’ (Bliss, 1919) “One of the richest 
flowers of the Dominion race. Rich velvety crimson purple.” You 
can find ‘Cardinal’ today. It is still quite popular, although it is a 
slow grower for just about everyone. ‘Député Nomblot’ 
(Cayeux, 1929) was acclaimed as Cayeux’s outstanding 
achievement. A giant of greatest vigor. Light, glowing rosy 
purple overlaid a bronzy gold. It won the W.R. Dykes Medal 
(France, 1930). ‘Député’ is a favorite of mine. It really is a treat. 
Not widely grown but it can be found.    
 
21) and 22) tie. ‘Wambliska’ 
(J. Sass, 1931) “Large pure 
white bluish sheen at the 
center. Crinkled. HM 1931”. 
It’s still around, but not that 
common. ‘Clara Noyes’ (H.P. 
Sass, 1931) “A ‘different’ low 
growing iris. Standards tan 
flushed heliotrope. Falls 
reddish bronze, lined deeper 
bronze. 2.50 each”. A very 
nice little iris with lovely 
striping. Not very well known 
nor widely grown. If you can 
get a piece, it’s well worth a 
place in the garden. 
 
23) and 24) and 25) and 26) A 4-way tie:  ‘Morning Splendor’ 
(Shull, 1923), ‘Desert Gold’ (Kirkland, 1929), ‘King Tut’ (H.P. 
Sass, 1926), and ‘True Charm’ (Sturtevant, 1920). ‘Morning 
Splendor’ is “deep large rich red violet”. ‘Desert Gold’ was 
described as “A fine yellow with luminous coloring. Largest and 



tallest of the early yellows 30”. 2.00 each.” ‘King Tut’ “One of the 
very brightest of the red iris…bright Hessian brown 
falls...valuable to breeders”. Still around but rare. ‘Morning 
Splendor’ is still with us. ‘True Charm’, a sweet little plicata, is 
still well-loved and grown. But ‘Desert Gold’? I don’t know where 
or if this one is still around. Two things struck me about it: 1) it 
cost an awful lot. And 2) “largest and tallest” of early yellows, at 
30”?   Come on! You have to be kidding on that! 
 
27) ‘Sensation’ (Cayeux, 1925) “A beautiful self colored aniline-
blue of great poise and elegance, heavy substance, fragrant. 
1.25.” Very rare today. Probably had a greater European 
distribution.  
 
28) ‘Santa Barbara’ (Mohr Mitchell, 1925) “Finest of lavender 
blues…size, substance, spreading, horizontal falls and vigor of 
growth entitle this iris to be rated with the highest”. Rare. 
 

29) and 30) and 31) A 3-
way tie. ‘Indian Chief’ 
(Ayres, 1927). Yes, our 
old friend! Need I say 
anything else? Oh, OK, 
mentioned by Salbach 
“should be in every 
garden”! ‘Nuff said! ‘Asia’ 
(Yeld, 1920) “beautiful 
silvery lavender blend lit 
by a bright yellow 
beard…great elegance 
and popularity .25.” I’m 
glad to see this beauty on 
the list. It’s an iris before 
its time, in my opinion. 
And it is still around, but 
not that common. It is not 

a fast propagator, but hopefully sticks around for us. And then 
there is ‘Dorothy Dietz’ (Williamson, 1929). Salbach doesn’t 
offer it, and I don’t know what it looks like. Does anyone grow it 

still? And it tied with ‘Indian Chief’ in 1933? Wow! [‘Dorothy 
Dietz’ is an amoena and is most well known as a parent of the 
legendary ‘Wabash’ – ed.] 
 
32) and 33) tie. ‘Shasta’ (Mohr-Mitchell, 1927) “A new white of 
different parentage than ‘Purissima’…high branched. 
Unexcelled in mass planting.” Still around but very rare. And 
‘Blue Velvet’ (Loomis, 1929) “a rich clear blue self of splendid 
substance and unusual beauty...vigorous and tall…has received 
unstinted praise”. Oh, ‘Blue Velvet’, where are you now? I don’t 
know if it is still with us or not. I fear “not”. 
 
34) ‘Cameliard’ (Sturtevant, 1927). Not sold by Salbach. 
Uncommon, but found in a number of historic collections today. 
 
35) ‘Germaine Perthuis’ (Millet, 1924). “Enormous rich violet 
purple with striking orange beard” Sweet scented”. Still with us, 
fortunately, and highly prized. 
 
The last 15 follow here: 
36) and 37) tie. ‘Pink Satin’ (J. Sass, (1930). “Known for its 
remarkable satiny finish”.  Still can be found in historic gardens. 
And ‘Mary Barnett’ (Cumbler, 1926) A well-regarded light blue. 
Threatened. 
 
38) and 39) tie. ‘W.R. Dykes’ (Dykes, 1926) “This remarkable 
English novelty which is …one of the finest for breeders, and 
itself gives immense, large yellow blooms.” Kind of picky where 
it likes to grow. I would say it’s not endangered, but threatened. 
‘Susan Bliss’ (Bliss, 1920) can still be found.  
 
40) and 41) and 42) and 43) We have another 4-way tie. 
‘Queen Caterina’ (Sturtevant, 1918), still around, ‘Grace 
Sturtevant’ (Bliss, 1926) endangered, ‘Ambassadeur’ (Vilmorin 
1920) rare, and ‘Chromilla’ (Loomis, 1921) possibly extinct, do 
not know. 
 
44) ‘Reingauperle’ (G&K, 1924) Mauve import, good grower, 
fairly easy to find. 



 
45) ‘Mary Geddes’ (Stahlman-Washington, 1930) a reddish 
blend, it is still found in many gardens thanks to its Dykes Medal 
win in 1936. 
 
47) and 48) tie. ‘Red Dominion’ (Ayres, 1931) May not be in 
existence or just very rare. ‘Anne Marie Cayeux’ (Cayeux 
1928) lavender rose. Rare. 
 
49) and 50) tie. ‘Zaharoon’ (Katherine Dykes, 1927) Rare. 
‘Helios’ (Cayeux, 1929) Very rare. 
 
51) and 52) tie. ‘Gold Imperial’ (Sturtevant, 1924) Can be 
found, thanks to the popularity of the hybridizer and ‘William 
Mohr’ (Mohr-Mitchell, 1925) Threatened. Not easy to grow. 
 
53) ‘King Juba’ (H.P. Sass, 1930) Variegata. Endangered. 
 
And we’re giving special note to ‘Nebraska’ (H. P. Sass, 1928) 
which should have been in 39th place, but was kicked off the list 
of the top 50 iris, as Mr. Sherman stated this was an “arbitrary 
change” on his part “in order to give representation to the 
variegate class”. ‘Nebraska’ (with 22 votes) was swapped into 
the second best list to give ‘King Juba’ (with 14 votes) a spot on 
the first best 50 iris! 
 
But wait, you say: “Laetitia, you just provided me with 53 + 1 
and not 50!” So true! But, as Mr. Duffy notes, if the presence of 
53 iris on his list of top 50 is undesirable, just kick out some 
similar iris in this manner: ‘Princess Beatrice’ and ‘Mary Barnett’; 
‘Sensation’ and ‘Santa Barbara’; ‘Pluie D’Or’ and ‘Coronation’. 
Just pick one from each of these pairs; you will get to your list of 
50 since the collector would “hardly need both!” Very strange 
indeed, that Mr. Duffy would arbitrarily provide the option of 
discarding the top vote-getting iris, ‘Pluie D’Or’. In which case, 
the top vote-getter of all available irises gets no representation, 
not even inclusion on the inferior “Second list of most Popular 
Iris”. I suspect the author was not a great fan of ‘Pluie’! The 
good news is, most of these varieties are still with us and are 

available to the historic collector of today, although some may 
be a bit difficult to find. 
  
So there you have it! Fifty (more or less) of the top iris of 1933, 
allowing you, the collector, to choose to eliminate 3 out of 6 of 
them - only if you want to. Ahh, the interesting logic of 
interesting times!   
 
The reference material for this article was taken from the article written by 
Sherman R. Duffy for AIS bulletin #47, April 1933. 
 
   
 
  
    
 
    



Photos from vintage 
catalogs:  

Carl Salbach 1934 

Cooley’s Gardens 1937 

 



Varietal Spotlight: 
 

‘Clara Noyes’ 
 
(H.P. Sass, 1930) TB 22” M 
‘Clara Noyes’, the iris, was quite a sensation with the iris enthusiasts of the 
1930’s. Carl Salbach's catalog for 1936 described it as "An unusual new 
variety with colors blended much as in a Talisman rose. Low growing, but so 
distinct that it is entirely different than any other iris. Standards tan, flushed 
heliotrope; falls reddish bronze, lined deeper bronze. Yellow beard and haft 
undertone of the same color. Decidedly popular.” 

 
In 1936 Longfield Iris Farm called it 
"A lovely blending of yellow, 
orange and apricot impossible to 
describe.” 
 
Howard Weed at National Iris Gardens wrote "No matter at what figure we 
price this exceptionally odd-colored variety, we invariably sell all of our 
available stock.” 
 
Everyone wanted a piece of this lovely variety in their garden, and we can 
certainly understand why. It’s an excellent grower and survivor with a 
unique color and pattern blend. There was nothing like in its day. Its vigor 
and pleasing colors have ensured that it remains around for us to enjoy.  
 
Clara Noyes, the namesake for this variety, was a renowned leader in the 
nursing field, having ran and organized the American Red Cross nurse 
training efforts during WWI, and contributed much to nursing as we know 
it. Read all about her at: http://www.nursingworld.org/ClaraNoyes 
And be sure to add this iris to your collection. You won’t regret it. 

http://www.nursingworld.org/ClaraNoyes


 







Historical Note: 
Wisdom from Barbara Walther,  
Presby Memorial Garden, AISB No. 136, Jan. 1955 
 
“Many people like myself are very fond of clear colors, very 
pure whites, blues, or purity in any color, so they too might be 
interested in an episode that occurred in the gardens this 
year. This was due to a gentleman who came into the 
gardens early one afternoon. He was there all afternoon 
studying the iris, going from one group to another, hour after 
hour, seemingly perfectly oblivious to anyone around him. It 
was getting dark and the hostesses were about to leave when 
he came over to them and said, “It is getting dark and I have 
not had any dinner and I will have to go but I will be back 
tomorrow." He did come the next day and then we learned 
that he was an artist in textile design and textile coloring. He 
had never seen such wonderful shades of color, which he 
would like to get in his textiles. He said he had not known 
there were so many colors in any flower. He said he wanted 
to start an iris garden himself. That was when I learned he 
was not interested in any clear colors at all - pastel shades 
and dull blends he liked. I asked him to show me why he liked 
them. We went over the gardens, always stopping before 
some pastel shade, mauves, greys, blends, etc. Standing 
there with him while he pointed out the soft shadings, 
commenting on some other soft tint that would go with them, he showed me how in these soft blends and shades 
the colors in these seemingly dull iris were like the sunrise through a soft mist. He certainly helped me to absorb a 
beauty I had not realized before.  So every year, while we plot and plan, thinking we are going to teach the public 
how to know good iris, we find the public teaches us.” 

‘Bali Rose’, Henry Sass 1955 









Comments on Intermediates 
By The Sass Brothers and Sherman Duffy 
Reprinted from AISB #38, January, 1931. 
 
If, as the late W. R. Dykes declared, the germanica section of the genus iris is an abstraction, the intermediate section is even a more 
vague generality because the germanica section has been tossed into it along with some of the early blooming tall bearded varieties 
and it might as well contain many of the oncocyclus section if time of blooming is the basis of the classification. 
 
For the very reason that the term intermediate has become rather indefinite in meaning and also because the first representatives of 
this section were not particularly outstanding irises and by no means comparable in garden value with either the pumilas on one side or 
the tall bearded on the other, tagging an iris with the label of intermediate was giving it a handicap in popular favor. 
 
But to those fortunate iris admirers who have visited the farms of H. P. and Jacob Sass in Nebraska, the term "intermediate" has 
become one of glittering allure and meaning. To look at the Sass intermediates is to realize at once the opportunities we are losing. 
This is also true of the pumilas as they have' developed them, for they have raised the little fellows up to the standards of beauty of the 
old intermediates and the new intermediates into a position of competition even in size, texture and color with the best of the tall 
bearded and with a claim for greater clarity of color in the intermediates than in the tall bearded class. 
 
The intermediate section, like the Nordic race, is an academic invention. The Nordics were created by the Ph. D.'s; the intermediates 
were created by iris authorities because they couldn't place them anywhere. A series of hybrids between pumilas and tall bearded 
originated by W. J. Caparne in the Island of Guernsey and marketed first in 1901 founded the race of intermediates. I have a dim 
recollection of seeing somewhere that Mr. Caparne claimed that oncocyclus blood also entered into this race to some extent. In this 
respect, Mr. Jacob Sass is outstepping Caparne with a series of pumila onco-regelia hybrids of outstanding interest. 
 
In 1908 and 1910, the German firm of Goos und Koenemann put out another series of pumila - tall bearded hybrids similar to, if not 
duplicating to a great extent, the Caparne series. The class was distinct. The plants bloomed after the pumilas, were of low stature, and 
bridged the intermediate period between the two races. Pumila blood was the distinguishing mark. Later cengialti hybrids of early 
blooming habit were tossed into this class and then the germanica class. 
 
The intermediate iris as the Sass Brothers consider it follows the original line. Their intermediates contain pumila blood but you'd never 
guess it to look at some of these huge flowered. Beauties like Chief, Challenger, Doxa, Nymph and Ragusa. Compared with the old 
series such as Dorothea, Walhalla, Etta, Ingeborg, etc., it seems almost justifiable to call it a new race. The colors of the tall bearded, 
with the exception of amoenas and plicatas, have been achieved, the reds being particularly fine and striking. As many of them have 
plicata blood, the Sass Brothers hope to find plicata intermediates. Their latest type is a true intermediate variegata of Iris King coloring. 
 
The Alphabetical Check List shows some 78 intermediates, the symposium about 40. The Sass Brothers have them in thousands and 
almost any one of them would be a welcome addition to anybody's garden. So far they have named ten. 



 
They have intercrossed pumilas, intermediates, and tall bearded until the pumilas rise to a height of 16 inches and the intermediates to 
a maximum of 3 feet. The iris season starts at the beginning of April and is a continuous performance without a break.in color until late 
June, pumilas merging into intermediates and intermediates into tall bearded and all with a quality of bloom that is astonishing. 
 
Out of all these experiments, the work conducted by Mr. Hans Sass in intermediates having extended over a period of 20 years, have 
come most interesting results. Out of it has come a race of fall bloomers; a few that blossom off and on all season; pumilas with two or 
more blooms to a stem and a hint of pumila types in the tall blooming season, one little iris, listed sometimes as a pumila, Pyxie, being 
a miniature Jubilee in coloring but blooming with the late irises. 
 
The Sass Brothers have worked together and collaborated in their breeding experiments but to Mr. Hans Sass is due most credit for the 
development of the intermediates. He has written a history of his work in breeding up to the present line of pumilas and intermediates 
and Mr. Jacob Sass has written of the physical characteristics of their product. 
 
 

By H. P. SASS 
As an amateur flower grower, I acquired a small collection of iris mostly of the older German type and a few Siberian varieties. I soon 
got interested in this flower and added other varieties and species. Especially the dwarf varieties attracted my attention and as the 
advance guard of the iris season I would not be without them. It is now some 15 or 20 years since I received about a dozen of the 
named pumila hybrids and some of the Caparne and Goos und Koenemann intermediates. The pumila Atroviolacea was found 
scattered through the country at that time and Azurea was added later. Both of these pumilas are fine for rock gardens and also as 
edgings for raised beds. In my opinion the pumila hybrids are adapted for the same purpose. They are also fine if planted with early 
tulips or daffodils. 
 
These so - called pumila hybrids have no blood of true pumila and I have come to the conclusion that they are true chamaeiris. All 
intermix and seed freely, and although there is variation in color and size of flower, height of stem and foliage, the general type is the 
same. I have made many crosses between Atroviolacea and other bearded irises, including mesopotamica, and while pods set they 
proved to be empty. Last spring I tried Azurea and secured some seed from Azurea and several filled pods from the pumila hybrids. 
 
In our earlier breeding, we used the older tall bearded. My brother gave me a nice blue seedling with plenty of pollen which I used on 
Mme. Chereau. From about 35 seedlings which bloomed in 1912 I selected a tall large flowered blue variety which I used for further 
breeding and a strain of this variety runs through most of my present day seedlings. It is also the seed parent of Autumn King. 
 
My iris breeding received an impetus when the intermediates Dorothea and Ingeborg bloomed the first time. In order to have their 
colors on tall branching stems and with the flowers perhaps still larger I crossed them with tall varieties but the intermediates proved 
sterile both ways. When I later crossed them with pumila hybrids I obtained some seed but inferior varieties. 
 



At this time I had a great many pumila hybrid seedlings, so had a few flowers through the whole iris season which gave me a chance to 
fertilize them with pollen from the tall bearded varieties. Most of the intermediates from pollen of Amas, trojana and Caterina came in 
white and blue, while those from pollen of Parisiana showed greater variation, including yellow colors. Later, by breeding blended 
pumila hybrids with blends in the tall group, I secured a variety of blends in yellow and smoky red. 
 
In this breeding for more color in the intermediates, I always aimed to carry these colors into the tall bearded group, especially the 
yellow and the white. I had made many attempts for a large and tall yellow from the variegatas but with little success and it is a very 
complicated matter to break through the barrier of the intermediates. I succeeded with a white but am not sure with the yellow color. 
 
I have some fine yellow intermediates of mesopotamica parentage which will produce some seed if crossed with tall lavenders but not 
from pollen of the yellow varieties. 
 
I have wasted much time with inbreeding intermediates but there is always some chance seed. These seedlings are generally pumila 
hybrids and intermediates and again a few intermediate between the two types. Among the second generation intermediates, I have a 
few that seed freely with the tall bearded. These are later blooming and merge into the late bearded varieties. 
 
From one of these crossed with a tall lavender cypriana, I have some large flowered whites which bloomed for the first time last spring. 
These were promptly crossed with Wambliska, my brother's new marvel in white, and I secured a lot of seed. 
 
One of the first pumila hybrids we received came in a shipment from the late Rev. C. S. Harrison of York, Neb. It was a blue variety 
labeled  “Crimean hybrid" and proved to be a variety that bloomed again in the fall. We later had many fall blooming dwarfs in the 
garden and by breeding these with Autumn King, one is sure of getting some fall blooming intermediates. Autumn Queen is of such 
parentage and not only blooms again in the fall but is apt to bloom at any time through the season. 
 
Another pumila hybrid, Socrates, struck me by its reddish color and I raised many seedlings of it. From a first batch of chance seed I 
obtained only three colors, in about equal proportions, dark red-purple, deep yellow and blue. This gave me the impression that the red 
color in Socrates is a mixture of yellow and blue. 
 
My brother raised a large flowering fragrant blue variety at the time which I crossed with Socrates and obtained several very large 
flowered pumila hybrids. One of these I have mostly used in breeding and, I believe, it has added size to my intermediates. 
 
My brother and myself work hand in hand in breeding, not only exchanging plants but also new ideas in breeding. My brother has now 
crossed the pumila hybrids with the susiana hybrids with wonderful results. 
 

By JACOB SASS 
The breeding experiments of my brother and myself have been carried on over a period of about 20 years. We bred our varieties by 
crossing pumilas with tall bearded varieties. The old Caparne and Goos und Koenemann intermediates, while not entirely sterile, are 
nearly so. They will cross with certain varieties but the amount of seed is always small. 



 
My idea of an intermediate is a cross between tall bearded irises and pumilas, not simply early blooming tall bearded irises. The 
pumilas, pumila hybrids, intermediates and tall bearded varieties overlap each other in blooming season and give a continuous display 
from the time the first pumilas open until mid - June. 
 
The general range of bloom here is as follows: 
Pumila hybrids - April 20 to May 8. 
Intermediates - May 4 to May 20. 
Tall Bearded - May 18 to June 10. 
 
The blooming season of the intermediates is from 16 to 20 days. We have no amoena and plicata intermediates but nearly all the other 
colors in the tall bearded group are represented in intermediates. A new one which bloomed for the first time last spring was a true 
variegata bicolor, somewhat like Iris King, but the standards were not as smoky as Iris King and the falls were redder.  
 
Pyxie, which has been listed as a pumila, is of Jubilee coloring, a dwarf late bloomer. We have some intermediates from pumilas 
crossed with plicatas and it may be possible to develop plicata intermediates from these. The number of our intermediate seedlings now 
runs into thousands. We have named ten. 
 
Our two and three flowered pumila varieties spring from a cross between pumila hybrids and intermediates and also from chance 
seedlings of intermediates. 
 
The range in height of the pumilas and pumila hybrids is from 6 to 16 inches. That of our intermediates.is from 18 to 36 inches. 
 
The bloom of the pumilas ranges from small to the size of a medium sized tall bearded. The intermediates range the same as the tall 
bearded with some of them very large as Challenger and Doxa. All types of flower appear among the intermediates. Not many are 
ruffled but we have the horizontal, flaring and drooping falls. Most of them have good substance. The intermediates are free bloomers 
and usually carry from six to ten flowers to a stem. 
 
We have obtained greater clarity of color, I think, in some of the crosses between tall bearded and intermediates than are found in the 
tall bearded section. This is true, I think, especially in red purple (some nearly red), in blue purple, white and yellow. They should be in 
solid color without stripings or discoloration at the haft. 
 
All the intermediates bloom with the Darwin tulips and are particularly useful for color plans with the tulips. The pumilas bloom with the 
daffodils and are equally fine for color plans. 
 
Just as in the tall bearded irises, the rhizomes of the intermediates depend in size upon their parentage. Those from Cardinal and 
mesopotamica certainly have large rhizomes. In general, they are a little smaller than the late flowering. group. The foliage also shows 
the same variation as the later group.  
 



I have a few seedlings of pumila hybrids crossed' on susiana hybrids – Beatrix and Saturnus. These seedlings show both oncocyclus 
and pumila blood. They are dark blue purple with a black blotch on the fall. 
 
Following are the named Sass intermediates now in commerce: 
Autumn Queen - White, fine form but short stem. (White Pumila hybrid 
by Autumn King.) 
Ambera (new) - Very large amber yellow of good substance; 28 to 30 
inches. 
Challenger - S. dull dark purple, very large overlapping; F. dark blackish 
violet; leaves two inches wide; blooms over a very long season, and is 
one of the largest flowering of the section. 
Chief - A large flowered royal purple, 22 inches, and one of the latest of 
the intermediates to bloom. 
Cyrus (new) (pumila hybrid x mesopotamica) - Amber yellow, darker 
center on falls; fine form and substance; 36 inches. 
Doxa (formerly Olive Giant) - A medley of soft creams, olive and mauve; 
very large flowering. 
Golden Harvest - S. olive yellow, bluish sheen towards haft; falls citron 
yellow; haft sulphur striped white with blue and brown reflections. 
Nymph - A large empire yellow self. 
Nyx - Blackish violet; 24 inches. 
Ragusa - S. pansy - purple, erect; F. very dark blackish red-purple; 5 to 7 
blooms on 26 inch stem. One of the best red-purple blends. 
Ultra - Nearly ultramarine blue. Blooms again in the fall. 
Ballona - (Name not accepted and withdrawn.) Of Dolly Madison coloring 
but pinker.  
 
In addition to these named ones there are innumerable whites of unusual 
quality and yellows ranging from cream to greater depth than Prairie Gold, the deepest clear yellow in the tall bearded section. 
 

Enjoy reading articles from the old AIS Bulletins? Why not become an eMember of the American Iris Society? AIS 
has recently added access to the scanned files of all the Bulletins ever published. What a thrill for historic iris 

lovers, not to mention an incredibly valuable research tool. You’ll find all the information about it at the AIS website: 

http://www.irises.org/About_AIS/Membership_Info/AIS_Membership.html 

http://www.irises.org/About_AIS/Membership_Info/AIS_Membership.html


HIPS Publications Sale! 
 
Several items on the HIPS Shoppe page are now marked down on Sale pricing! We have a new Chairperson for the 
Publications area of HIPS and given that postage is so expensive nowadays it is better for us if we can sell these 
items and not have to ship the entire backstock later. So if you are looking for some new reading and reference 
material now is the time to take advantage of this great offer: 
 

• Tell's 1951 catalog reprint for just $2 and the Wallace catalog reprint 
for just $1! 

• AIS 50th Anniversary Bulletin reprint only $5:00 (a fantastic 
publication!! Every historic enthusiast should have it, IMO). 

• Aril Checklist supplement just $3 - a must have for collectors of Aril 
varieties. 

• Roots back issues are just $2:00 for B&W issues and $4 for color. 
Note: some issues are very limited in quantity. Dorothy states that she 
has limited copies of some of the out-of-print issues from 2005 thru 
2007. Added Roots issues 2010-2012. Limited quantities - first come 
first served Get them while you can! Refunds will be sent for any 
orders for which there is not stock available. 
 

Get your reprints now as we will soon be moving to offering many of these in 
digital format only. This offer is for US domestic sales only - sorry we 
cannot offer these great deals on International sales.  
 
Stop on by the Shoppe page on the HIPS website if you are interested.  
 
Drop Dorothy a line if you have any questions: IrisAcher@aol.com 
 

Thanks for supporting HIPS! 

 
 
 

mailto:IrisAcher@aol.com
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